
How to Add Further Fields to Business
Agreements

Abstract
This document describes how to add further fields to business
agreement in a release CRM 4.0 or later, i.e.

Fields of contract account (in FI-CA) which cannot be
maintained in CRM,
Customer-specific fields.

The document covers data base, BAPI interfaces, middleware
and ABAP GUI enhancements. It does not cover IC-WebClient
UI enhancements.

References
In CRM, business agreements are implemented as a part of
business partner data and following the programming model of
SAP Business Partner, the Business Data Toolset (BDT).
Therefore, BDT techniques may be used to add further fields to
business agreements on ABAP GUI UI.

Prerequisites
Either CRM 2004 Industry-Add-On or CRM 4.0 SP05 or a
later CRM release
In case of release CRM 4.0: implementation of notes
455695, 710750 and
In case of  release IS-U 4.72 or lower: implementation of
note 718234 and
In case of enhancement of ABAP GUI UI: You have read
the BDT developer’s manual (available in SAPNet)

Data Dictionary
In order to store further fields on database, we recommend to
use the append technique. There are two alternatives:

a) append a field to table CRMM_BUAG_H (special data of
business agreements)

b) append a field to table CRMM_BABR_H (general data of
business agreements)



In case a), i.e. if you append a field to CRMM_BUAG_H, a field
with identical name has to be appended to each of the
following structures:

BAPIBUS1006130_SPEC_DATA
BAPIBUS1006130_SPEC_DATA_EXP
BAPIBUS1006130_SPEC_DATA_X
CRMT_BUAGS_EI_SPEC_DATA (both in CRM and in R/3
(Plug-In))
CRMT_BUAGS_EI_SPEC_DATA_X (both in CRM and in R/3
(Plug-In))

For the field to be added to structures
BAPIBUS1006130_SPEC_DATA_X and
BAPIBUS1006130_SPEC_DATA_X, choose field type
BAPIUPDATE.

In case b), i.e. if you append a field to CRMM_BABR_H, a field
with identical name has to be appended to each of the
following structures:

BAPIBUS1006130_GNRL_DATA
BAPIBUS1006130_GNRL _DATA_EXP
BAPIBUS1006130_GNRL _DATA_X
CRMT_BUAGS_EI_GNRL_DATA (both in CRM and in R/3
(Plug-In))
CRMT_BUAGS_EI_GNRL_DATAX (both in CRM and in R/3
(Plug-In))

For the field to be added to structures
BAPIBUS1006130_GNRL_DATA_X and
BAPIBUS1006130_GNRL_DATA_X, choose field type
BAPIUPDATE.

ABAP Workbench / Screen Painter
Create a function group, and in this function group, the
following objects:

a screen where the field can be maintained.
a PBO function module: in this function module, call
function module CRMM_BUPA_CURRENT_MEMORY_GET in
order to get the data to be displayed on the screen.
a PAI function module: in this function module, call
function module CRM_BUPA_FRG0130_COLLECT in order
to return data changed on screen.

For details concerning these PBO/PAI function modules please
read the BDT Developer’s Manual (see section Prerequisites).



Validations
Use the PAI function module of your view to implement
validations of any data entered on screen.
For the BAPI case, use method DATA_CHECK_BAPI of business
add-in CRM_MDBP_BUAG (which is available with CRM 2004
Edition).

Business Partner Toolset (BDT)
Call transaction BUPT and choose Business Partner  Control
Data  Screen Layout.

Create a new field group (transaction BUS2), and assign
your screen field to that field group.
Create a new view (transaction BUS3), and assign your
field group, your PBO function module and your PAI
function module to that view.
Create a new stage (transaction BUS4), and assign your
view to that stage.
Change screen CRMM16 (transaction BUS5): assign your
stage to that screen.
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